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Abstract: The discussions by the International Maritime Organization for the introduction of a
maritime autonomous surface ship (MASS) began in earnest. At the 27th ENAV meeting, the
International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities proposed the
“sharing of a common operating picture for situational awareness of the waterway within vessel traffic
service (VTS) environment” when developing a system to support MASS operation. Marine accidents
caused by collisions on waterways still account for a high percentage of ship accidents that occur at
sea, and many studies have investigated the risk of collision between ships. Collision risk assessment
was primarily conducted in ship domain-based safety areas. This study evaluates the collision
risk using the ship domain derived by the VTS operator (VTSO) and proposes a real-time collision
risk assessment support system to improve the situational awareness of VTSOs and MASS remote
operators (MASS ROs) regarding near-collision situations occurring in local waters. To evaluate the
validity of the proposed system, a risk analysis was performed on near-collision scenarios at Busan
Port. The results show that the distance to the closest point of approach (CPA), time to the CPA, and
inter-ship distance converged within 0.5 nautical miles, 10 min, and 3 nautical miles, respectively.

Keywords: ship collision; risk assessment; maritime autonomous surface ship (MASS); remote
operator (RO); vessel traffic service operator (VTSO); collision risk assessment support system

1. Introduction

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) included discussions of maritime au-
tonomous surface ships (MASSs) in the official agenda of the 99th meeting of the Maritime
Safety Committee (MSC) in 2018, and they have prepared a regulatory scoping exercise
(RSE) for MASS operation [1–6]. The discussions have defined MASS vessels for RSE work
and categorized their autonomy level (degree one: ship with automated processes and
decision support; degree two: remotely controlled ship with seafarers on board; degree
three: remotely controlled ship without seafarers on board; degree four: fully autonomous
ship) [1]. The autonomy level of MASSs is divided into levels 1 and 2, in which a crew is
on board, and levels 3 and 4, in which no crew is on board. Levels 2 and 3 represent the
concept of a remote operator (RO), which remotely controls a MASS vessel from the remote
control center (RCC) on shore. Remote operation requires the development of collision risk
assessment technology to determine the MASS collision risk at sea.

The International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authori-
ties (IALA) has been discussing its support of MASS operations at each stage of the IMO
discussions on the relevant agreements for MASS operations. The Draft MASS Guideline
was submitted at the 27th meeting of the e-Navigation Information Services and Communi-
cations (ENAV) committee for the implementation and testing of MASS systems following
the introduction of MASSs, and nine prior considerations were proposed to provide system
guidance to support MASS operations [7,8]. The document contains points related to the
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“sharing of a common operating picture for situational awareness of the waterway within
vessel traffic services (VTS) environment” and “scoping and development of guidance on
the interaction between VTS and the control for MASS shore control center (SCC),” among
the prior considerations of MASS system guidance. In many cases, because the lack of
situational awareness leads to an accident due to human error, situational awareness in
dangerous waters could help prevent accidents [9–14]. Therefore, when implementing
a system for the situational awareness of collision risks in VTS areas and the interaction
between MASSs and VTS centers, collision risk assessment and support technologies for
VTS operators (VTSOs) and ROs in multi-ship encounter situations in VTS areas must be
implemented in a real-time system as a key module.

Fujii and Tanaka, 1971 [15] proposed the concept of an empirical ship domain model
to evaluate the risk of collision based on the ship encounter situation at sea. Subsequently,
a ship operator survey and an empirical ship domain model based on RADAR and AIS
data were introduced by Coldwell, 1983 [16], Goodwin, 1975 [17], Hansen et al., 2013 [18],
and Wang and Chin, 2016 [19]. In addition, various ship domain models based on expert
knowledge, computer simulation, neural networks, fuzzy neural networks, analytical
traffic, multi-ship conflict complexity, and safety analysis were proposed to evaluate the
risk of ship collisions [20–29]. This ship domain-based risk assessment determines whether
the domains of one’s own ship and other ships invade each other at the current location;
however, the method is limited because the risk of a collision at the closest point of
approach (CPA) location could not be evaluated in advance if the current voyage continued.
Therefore, Yoo and Lee, 2019 [30] proposed a collision risk index (CoRI) model based on
the concept of the ship domain at the CPA to calculate the subjective collision risk from
the perspective of a VTSO for ship collisions in VTS areas depending on the distance to
collision, time to collision, and encounter attitude risk between ships. The ship collision
risk determined by the CoRI model is similar to that determined by an RO that remotely
controls MASS vessels because both assess possible ship collision risk situations in the VTS
control center via a VTSO.

The collision alert system (CAS), which can evaluate real-time risk situations in
multi-ship environments, is known to improve the VTSO’s situational awareness of local
waters [31,32], and the CAS system generates a warning alarm when the distance to the CPA
(DCPA) and time to the CPA (TCPA) are below the set value [32–36]. In addition, studies
related to CAS systems include heuristic criteria to evaluate the collision risk, which was
proposed by Patraiko et al., 2010, Hilgert and Baldauf, 1997, and Baldauf et al., 2011 [37–39],
fuzzy systems proposed by Bukhari et al., 2013, Kao et al., 2007, and Ren et al., 2011 [40–42],
quantitative risk assessment applied dynamic adjustment by Mou et al., 2010 [43], and CAS
regression modeling by Chin and Debnath, 2009 [33]. In addition, Baldauf and Fischer,
2019 conducted a simulation experiment that assumes a preliminary situation wherein
MASS ships and existing ships operate in common in the VTS area, and they compare
the actions taken by groups with and without navigation experience against collision risk
situations [44]. In this experiment, the authors derived issues (such as the qualification
and training of the RO, existing systems that should be further updated for the RO’s
situation awareness, etc.) that should be reflected in the future CAS system for the situation
awareness of the ROs.

The purpose of this study is to develop a real-time collision risk assessment support
system that provides the VTSO and MASS RO with related graphic information and quan-
titative data on the risk situations in local waters in the event of a near-collision situation
in the VTS area where multiple ships navigate. To this end, the safety area ship domain
model by the VTSO provides a CoRI risk value according to the ship encounter situation
of multiple ships to improve the situational awareness of local waters by generating an
alarm in the event of a near-collision situation. Section 2 describes the CoRI model and
risk assessment method, and Section 3 presents the results of the collision risk analysis for
near-collision scenarios. Section 4 proposes a risk assessment algorithm and a collision
risk assessment support system (RiASS) configuration for VTSO and MASS RO situational
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awareness in a multi-ship environment. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the limitations and
key points of this study.

2. Methodology

A collision risk assessment module is proposed to evaluate the collision risk caused by
multi-ship environments in the VTS area, and support VTSO and RO control and remote
evacuation. The module is based on the number of combination cases within the minimum
separation distance between ships i and j, and it sends an alarm to the VTSO and RO
systems if the collision risk index output exceeds the set value. The collision risk models
and methodologies to evaluate the collision risk in multi-ship environments are described
in the following subsections.

2.1. Collision Risk Model

Based on the ship domain at the CPA position, the CoRI model, in which the VTSO
assesses the risk of collision for ship encounters at sea, yields risk indices according to the
inter-ship encounter, and it finally estimates the value of the CoRI that reflects the risk
attitude of the VTSO.

The encounter risk Eij between ship-i and ship-j is expressed as follows in the head-on,
crossing, and overtaking scenarios for the two vessels:

Eij = Rcpa(θi) + Rcpa
(
θj
)

(1)

Rij
cpacpa

(
θij
)
=


asec h(dθ) , if 0 ≤ θ < 2π

3

bsec h(e(θ − π)) , elseif 2π
3 ≤ θ < 3π

2

csec h( f (θ − 2π)) , else 3
2 ≤ θ < 2π

(2)

Here, Rij
cpa is the encounter risk according to the relative bearing θi,j from ship-i, j; a, b,

and c are the coefficients determined by the bow or stern maximum risk value of the ship;
and d, e, and f are the coefficients determined by the risk level of the encounter situation.

The risk Aij according to ship-to-ship proximity is expressed as an index that quanti-
tatively represents the proximity risk of the target ship using the safety distance Dsij of
the ship domain at the CPA position and the proximity index Rsd, which indicates the
proximity of the ship:

Aij = Ri
sd(l) + Rj

sd(l) (3)

Rsd
(

fij
)
= sech

(
g· fij

)
(4)

fij = DCPA·Ds−1
ij (5)

Here, Rsd is the approaching risk index from ship-i, j considering the safety domain, g
is the coefficient determined by the risk level in the VTSO domain, fij is the approaching
factor based on the DCPA and VTSO domain for ship-i, j at the CPA position, and Dsij is
the safety distance from the CPA to VTSO domain intersection for ship-i, j.

The hazard of ship-to-ship proximity Tij is an index that quantitatively represents
the proximity hazard of ship-i and ship-j, and it considers the effect of each factor that
constitutes the ship’s specifications on the time remaining until the collision.

Tij = Ri
at(τ) + Rj

at(τ) (6)

Rij
at(τ) =

{
sech(hτ) , if τ ≥ 0
sech(kt) , else τ < 0

(7)

τij = τmin·

1−
Iij
type + Iij

loa + Iij
beam + Iij

draft + Iij
time

100

 (8)
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Here, Rij
at is the risk related to the approaching time from ship-i or ship-j, h and k are

the coefficients determined by the VTSO from the time risk value, τij is the time to the
collision for ship-i or ship-j, τmin is the minimum approach time based on the displacement
between the ships, and Iij

type, · · · , Iij
time are the parameters of ship-i or ship-j that affect the

time allowance, such as ship type, length, beam, draft, and navigation time.
The collision risk index RI is expressed as the product of the risk indices Eij, Aij, and

Tij, as follows:
RIC(t) = Eij·Aij·Tij (9)

CoRIC(t) =
Pmax

1− exp(ρ)
·
[

1− exp
(
−ρ·−RI(t)

RImax

)]
(10)

where RIC is the ship collision risk index between the ship-i, j combination at time t, RImax
is the maximum value of the ship collision risk index (RImax = 8), Pmax is the maximum
value of the ship collision risk (Pmax = 6), and ρ is the VTSO risk attitude. CoRIC is the
collision risk combination between ships i and j in a specific area at time t.

2.2. Collision Risk Assessment

The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREG) Rule 22 states
that the minimum sidelight visibility for ships over 50 m is 3 nautical miles [45,46]. There-
fore, we propose Risk Assessment (RiAS), which is a collision risk assessment module that
yields a CoRI value for all vessel cases within a minimum separation distance of 3 miles for
ship-to-ship operations in a multi-ship environment. Additionally, it generates alarms if
the reference values set by the VTSO and RO systems are exceeded:

RiASij
C(t) = Alarmij

C(t)

{
0 , if CoRIC(t) < 50%

1 , else CoRIC(t) ≥ 50% and Distij
C(t) ≤ 3NM

(11)

where RiASC is the collision risk assessment value between the ship-i, j combination at
time t, AlarmC is the collision risk assessment value between ships i and j at time t, which
returns a 0 or 1 value if the alarm is off or on, respectively, and DistC is the distance in
nautical miles between ship-i and j at time t.

In the event of an alarm in the RiAS module, the VTSO and RO may take action to
avoid collisions, including course changes and speed limits. These actions must consider
the maneuverability performance and encounter relationships between ships.

Meanwhile, the VTSO risk attitude ρ used in Equation (10) is an attitude of VTSO that
can be used to determine the collision risk for situation awareness (or risk situations), and
it was derived through a collision risk determination questionnaire for 135 VTSOs working
at Korean VTSs in coastal waters [47]. The same value as VTSO risk attitude was applied
to RO risk attitude because the MASS vessel is not yet in the operation stage but from the
perspective of controlling ships.

3. Analytic Results

The ship traffic data of collision risk situations in the Busan Port VTS area were used to
evaluate the collision risk in multi-ship environments for three near-collision (CoRI ≥ 50%)
scenarios [29].

3.1. Multi-Ship Environment Situation

The near-collision risk situation used the debriefing system data from the Busan Port
VTS on 27 July 2018 [48,49], which lasted for approximately 20 min during the dawn:
05:33:05 to 05:53:35 a.m.

Figure 1 shows the collision risk situation of the Busan Port VTS debriefing system at
time 05:50:27. Ship-1, 2, 5, and 6 were entering the port of Busan sequentially, and ship-3,
which is a tugboat, was crossing the Busan Port fairway separation zone, thus causing a
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risk of collision with the inbound ships. Therefore, the VTSO was adjusting the entry order
and risk situation of the inbound ships.

Figure 1. Shows static data from ships 1–6 navigating the VTS area of Busan Port in a collision risk situation. Six multi-ships
sailed during that time, with four container ships, one ferry, and a tugboat passing each other. The ship specifications,
including length, beam, and draft information, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Ship data with dimensions and ship types.

Ship No. Ship Type
Dimensions [m]

Length Beam Draft

ship-1 container 162 26 5.9
ship-2 container 132 19 6.5
ship-3 tug 23 6.5 2
ship-4 container 137 25 7.9
ship-5 passenger ship 162 25 5.6
ship-6 container 142 20 7.3

3.2. Collision Risk Analysis Results

Figure 2 shows the results of plotting the navigation information for ships 1–6 using a
3-min vector during the collision risk situation between 05:33:05 and 05:53:35. At this point,
# indicates the starting position of the ship-track 3-min vector. The navigation results
in Figure 2 show that ship-1 (blue), ship-2 (cyan), ship-5 (magenta), and ship-6 (red) are
traveling leftward in the northwest direction, and ship-3 (green) is traveling leftward in the
southwest direction. In addition, it can be observed that ship-4 (black) is sailing right from
north-west to south-east.
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Figure 2. Ship tracks of ships 1–6 with 3-min vectors in a near-collision situation during time
05:33:05–05:53:35 (#: starting position).

For the total number of ships (n) navigating the VTS area in collision risk situations,
the combination number with which ship-i, j (k) can encounter a collision situation is
n!/k!(n − k)!. A total of 15 collision combination numbers are shown in Figure 2.

Table 2 shows 15 collision risk scenario-specific target ships, their initial/end speeds,
and initial course information. Most of the scenarios are encountered in a crossing situation;
however, in the case of scenario no.7, involving ship-2 and ship-4, and scenario no.13, where
ship-4 and ship-5 meet, the ships encounter a head-on situation. Moreover, in the case of
scenario no.8, involving ship-2 and ship-5, and in scenario no.15, with ship-5 and ship-6,
ship-5 overtakes at the sterns of ship-2 and ship-6.

Table 2. Scenario combinations for target ships under near-collision situations in Busan Port VTS area during time
05:33:05–05:53:35.

Scenario No. Target Ships
(ship-i, ship-j)

Initial Speed
[kts]

End Speed
[kts]

Initial Course
[◦]

Time
[hh:mm:ss]

no.1
no.2
no.3
no.4
no.5

ship-1, ship-2
ship-1, ship-3
ship-1, ship-4
ship-1, ship-5
ship-1, ship-6

11, 14
11, 4

11, 14
11, 15
11, 11

8, 11
8, 4
8, 15
8, 10
8, 9

324, 322
324, 209
324, 116
324, 311
324, 318

05:33:05
–

05:53:35

no.6
no.7
no.8
no.9

ship-2, ship-3
ship-2, ship-4
ship-2, ship-5
ship-2, ship-6

14, 4
14, 14
14, 15
14, 11

11, 4
11, 15
11, 10
11, 9

322, 209
322, 116
322, 311
322, 318

no.10
no.11
no.12

ship-3, ship-4
ship-3, ship-5
ship-3, ship-6

4, 14
4, 15
4, 11

4, 15
4, 10
4, 9

209, 116
209, 311
209, 318

no.13
no.14

ship-4, ship-5
ship-4, ship-6

14, 15
14, 11

15, 10
15, 9

116, 311
116, 318

no.15 ship-5, ship-6 15, 11 10, 9 311, 318
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The separation distances and CoRI results for each encounter scenario are shown
in Figure 3, and these results are used to perform a detailed analysis of the collision risk
between the ships. Figure 3a shows the separation distances over the navigation time
for scenarios 1–15, and it indicates that most of the scenarios are close to the minimum
separation distance of 3 NM. In Figure 3b, the near-collision situation occurred sequentially
along with scenario-1 (Figure 4a situation), scenario-6 (Figure 5a situation), and scenario-4
(Figure 6a situation). Figure 3b represents the CoRI results for each scenario as well as a
detailed analysis of risk-recognizable scenarios no.1, no.4, and no.6, which have a CoRI
value of more than 50% [30,50].

Figure 3. (a) Ship distance and (b) CoRI results by scenario no.: near-collision situation that occurred
sequentially in scenario no.1—Figure 4a situation, no.6—Figure 6a situation, and no.4—Figure 5a
situation.
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Figure 4. (a) Ship tracks with VTSO ship domain at CPA position (·: CPA position,←: 3-min vector);
(b) CoRI results with T, E, and A indices of scenario no.1 (ship-i: ship-1, ship-j: ship-2).
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Figure 5. (a) Ship tracks with VTSO ship domain at CPA position (·: CPA position,←: 3-min vector);
(b) CoRI results with T, E, and A indices of scenario no.4 (ship-i: ship-1, ship-j: ship-5).
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Figure 6. (a) Ship tracks with VTSO ship domain at CPA position (·: CPA position,←: 3-min vector);
(b) CoRI results with T, E, and A indices of scenario no.6 (ship-i: ship-2, ship-j: ship-3).

Figure 4 shows the results of the ship tracks and the CoRI results of scenario no.1 (ship-
i: ship-1, ship-j: ship-2), and ship-j overtakes from the starboard side of the ship. From the
analysis of the scenario along with other encounter ships, it was seen that ship-1 changed
its course to starboard to avoid ship-3, but, subsequently, ship-2 entering the Busan Port
led to a collision risk situation. Then, ship-1 turned to the port side and avoided it owing
to a collision risk with ship-2 entering the Busan Port. Figure 4a plots the 3-min vector
ship tracks of ship-i, j with the VTSO ship domains at the CPA positions, and Figure 4b
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plots the CoRI results over time with the T, E, and A indices. Figure 4b shows that the
CoRI also converges to zero as the T index converges to zero after 40 min. A risk situation
with a CoRI value of 50% occurs from the starting point of the voyage to approximately
40 min. At that time, it can be seen that the counter risk E increases in the case of a collision
proximity situation, and it then turns to the port side and decreases again.

Figure 5 shows the ship track and CoRI results of scenario no.4 (ship-i: ship-1, ship-j:
ship-5). As in scenario no.1, ship-j overtakes from the right side of ship-i. Following the
situation in Figure 4, ship-1 turned to the port side, followed by ship-2, and a dangerous
situation occurred with ship-5 entering the Busan Port. Then, ship-1 slowed down after
turning to the port side, and ship-5 turned to the starboard and entered the Busan Port.
Figure 5a shows the 3-min vector ship track results of ship-i, j with the VTSO ship domains
at the CPA positions, and Figure 5b plots the CoRI results over time using the T, E, and A
indices. Figure 5b shows the risk situation with a CoRI value of 50% between 43 min and
47 min from the start of the voyage and a collision risk situation with a risk of 50% or more
near 52 min. In addition, in the lower-risk interval, the T index also converges to zero. This
indicates that, in Figure 5a, after ship-i rotates around the course at approximately 40 min,
ship-j’s navigation and the course become similar, which results in a risk of more than 50%.
In other words, after approximately 40 min, ship-1 turned to the port and avoided the
collision situation with ship-5, and, thus, the encounter risk E decreased. At this time, the
ship-to-ship proximity T according to the approach time decreased sharply owing to the
deceleration of ship-1.

Figure 6 shows the ship track and CoRI results of scenario no.6 (ship-i: ship-2, ship-j:
ship-3); ship-j crossed at the starboard of ship-i. After passing ship-1, ship-2 went through a
dangerous situation with the tugboat ship-3 crossing, and, at this time, it turned toward the
port and entered the Busan Port from the bow of ship-3. Figure 6a shows the 3-min vector
ship tracks of ship-i, j with the VTSO ship domains at the CPA positions, and Figure 6b
plots the CoRI results over time using the T, E, and A indices. In Figure 6b, it is shown that
the CoRI value gradually increases to more than 50% from the starting point of the voyage
to approximately 42.5 min, then converges to zero because the T index converges to zero
after approximately 43 min. This indicates that, in Figure 6a, ship-i clears the collision by
turning its course at approximately 42.5 min. In other words, the ship-to-ship proximity
T according to the approach rapidly decreases as ship-2 turns to the port side to avoid a
collision situation.

Figure 7 shows the DCPA and TCPA for scenarios 1, 4, and 6 over time. From the
DCPA results in Figure 7a, it can be observed that the DCPA is also close to 0.5 NM in the
range where the risk of scenarios 1, 4, and 6 is higher than 50%. In addition, the TCPA
results in Figure 7b show that the T index converges to zero in the interval where the TCPA
is negative, which results in a low risk value.
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Figure 7. (a) DCPA and (b) TCPA of scenarios no.1 (ship-i: ship-1, ship-j: ship-2), no.4 (ship-i: ship-1,
ship-j: ship-5), and no.6 (ship-i: ship-2, ship-j: ship-3).

4. Collision Risk Assessment Support System
4.1. Collision Risk Assessment Algorithm

The algorithm used to evaluate the collision risk between the ships in a multi-ship
environment is shown in Algorithm 1. The following variables are used: the number of ship
combinations, ship information (static and dynamic data), minimum separation distance
between ships, and collision risk index using the CoRI model.
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Algorithm 1. Collision risk assessment algorithm in multi-ship environment.

1: Input: min_distance, ship_position/speed/course/dimensions/type/time, CoRI_threshold
2: Output: alarm, ship_no., risk_level
3: while scenario_no. ≤ combination_no.
4: if min_distance ≤ 3NM && CoRI ≥ CoRI_threshold
5: alarm = 1;
6: ship_no. = combination_no.;
7: risk_level = CoRI;
8: else
9: alarm = 0;
10: end
11: end

Algorithm 1 represents the procedure for the collision risk assessment algorithm and
the input/output variables used in the collision risk assessment module at time t. The
dynamic ship information is used as the input data. The min_dist represents the minimum
distance between the vessels subject to the collision risk assessment (in nautical miles), the
ship_position represents the latitude and longitude coordinates of the target ship-i, j, and
the ship_speed represents the target ship-i, j course. The ship static information, such as
the ship_dimensions of ship-i, j and the ship_type, are also used. The time variable ship_time
represents the computational time for the collision risk assessment, and the CoRI_threshold
represents the threshold value, which is the CoRI safety reference value set by the VTSO
and RO to evaluate the collision risk in the VTS and RC centers.

4.2. System Configuration

The system used to support the collision risk assessment in multi-ship environments
expresses the collision risk index and ship-to-ship situation information and generates
an alarm if the risk assessment index is above the threshold set by the VTSO and RO. At
this time, the VTSO and RO can click on the alarm to check the ship’s specifications and
dynamic information along with the collision risk target ship-ID in the local waters to
recommend the evacuation of the vessel and provide risk assessment information from the
system, thus reducing or eliminating the risk of a collision.

A potential user interface of the collision RiASS, which supports the VTSO control
and MASS RO remote control in a multi-ship environment, is shown in Figure 8.

When an alarm occurs in the collision risk assessment support system, the static
information, such as the target ship type, dimensions (L: length, B: beam, D: drift) (m), and
call sign, are expressed. In addition, the VTSO and RO can check the dynamic information
at time t (s), such as speed (kts), separation distance between the ships (NM), DCPA (NM),
and TCPA (min). The CoRI value is also displayed with the ship domain at the CPA position
for an intuitive understanding of the ship-to-ship latitude and longitude coordinates (deg)
in the local collision risk area. Additionally, the reference value for the alarm generation in
the system was set at a risk of 50% or higher, and the CoRI value was set to 3.
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Figure 8. Collision risk assessment support system (RiASS) configuration.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, a collision risk assessment method and risk assessment support system
were proposed to enhance the situational awareness of the VTSO and MASS RO in the
event of a collision risk owing to an encounter between ships in a multi-ship environment
in the VTS area.

The VTSO domain used in the risk assessment model is a ship domain that is statis-
tically derived from the VTSO survey in the case of encounters between ships in coastal
waters outside of the VTS area. The safety zone, which is the ship domain, applied in
this study may have been larger than the safety zone of a waterway and anchorage in the
VTS area of the port. In addition, there are limitations associated with this study: the risk
analysis for near-collision scenarios at Busan Port did not reflect the unique characteristics
of the port’s environmental factors because the characteristics of each port are different.

The efficiency of the proposed collision RiASS was initially verified only at the system
stage. Therefore, the effectiveness of future VTSOs and MASS ROs and their improved
situational awareness of the local sea risk situation owing to the use of the proposed system
has not yet been confirmed.

The limitations of the three near-collision scenarios analyzed in this study are that the
CoRI model was applied to the collision risk situation at the VTS area of Busan Port and
not all the collision risk situations at the VTS areas at other ports.

In summary, following discussions on the introduction of a MASS by the IMO, the
IALA proposed the consideration of the “interaction between VTS and the control of
MASSs” and the “sharing of situational awareness of the waterway within the VTS en-
vironment” when implementing a system to support MASS operations. Therefore, this
study proposes a real-time collision RiASS that allows the VTSO and MASS RO to receive
situational information on risk situations in local waters along with quantitative data when
near-collision situations occur in the multi-ship environment of the VTS area.
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The risk evaluation of the RiASS system is based on the VTSO ship domain, which is a
method used to predict possible collision risk situations in advance by moving the existing
ship domain to the CPA location. It is a real-time CAS concept that generates an alarm if
the risk value exceeds the safety standard set by the VTSO and MASS RO. To evaluate the
validity of the proposed system, three near-collision-scenario risk analyses were performed
at Busan Port. A risk assessment based on the ship encounter was conducted on all the
possible combination cases of the risk assessment for a multi-ship environment. The
changes in the TCPA, DCPA, and inter-ship distance were analyzed over time for three
cases with a CoRI value of more than 50%, which is a risk recognition stage. The analysis
confirmed that the TCPA was lowered within 10 min and the DCPA within approximately
0.5 nautical miles. Additionally, the separation distance between the ships was lowered to
within 3 nautical miles. This can improve the situational awareness of the VTSO and MASS
RO through alert alarms in the event of a near-collision situation between multiple ships in
the VTS area, and the validity of the real-time CAS is confirmed through the system.

In the future, further research is necessary on safety areas that reflect the characteristics
of the waterways and anchorages in ports, and the environment of each VTS area must be
considered. In addition, in this paper, although the risk attitude of the VTSO was equally
applied to the RO, a study on the RO’s attitude on the risk (or situation awareness) is
necessary when the MASS vessel is operated later.
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